Dirt Road Fabrication Honda Talon/Talon X4 Bed Extender
Installation Instructions
Needed tools- Allen wrenches (5mm, 3/16, 7/32, 5/16), Wrenches (9/16, 3/4), Soft faced hammer.
Included parts- (2) ⅜ bolt assemblies, (2) ½ bolt assemblies, bed extender, left and right support tubes.

Step 1
Remove the back half of the cage clamps from the extender and install on the cage as seen in pictures 1 and
2. Please note the clamp should sit approximately 1/16” above the factory bracket welded to the cage.
(Please note clearance varies from machine to machine, if the clamp does not slip in between the cage and
body panels, loosen the bolt in picture 2 and carefully move the plastic away from the cage using the box end
of the 9/16 wrench or other suitable tool and then tighten the bolt).
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Step 2
Set the extender onto the back of the machine, push against the cage and align with the inner half of the
clamps. Start all bolts in the clamps and lightly tighten.

Step 3
Using the ⅜” bolt assemblies, loosely install the support tubes on the outside of the tabs on the bottom of the
extender as seen in picture 3. Then using the ½” bolt assemblies install them in the lower holes of the
support tubes and through the existing holes just above the lower radius rods at the rear of the machine as
seen in picture 4. Flat washers are to be installed against the nut.
(Please note the support tubes are side specific. There are dots stamped into the lower tab of the support
tubes. 1 Dot=Left, 2 Dot=Right)

Picture 3.

Picture 4.

Step 4
Tighten the lower support tube bolts making sure the mounting tabs are against the flange on the Talon
frame, then tighten the upper bolts. Fully tighten the 12 cage clamp bolts and the installation is complete.

Thank you for your purchase of the Dirt Road Fabrication bed extender for the
Honda Talon/Talon X4. If you have any questions or concerns please call
801-710-0910.
Thanks

